Abstract: the twelve decades of modern academic history of physics have provided enough material for the study of the history of history of physics, the focus of which is the development of the opinions and methods of historians of physics. the achievements of historians of physics are compared with the achievements of their objects of research, the physicists. some correlations are expected. the group of historians-researchers and the group of their objects interacted. in several cases, the same person started out as a researcher and later moved on to the field of researcher of research achievements. there are also some competence-related quarrels between the two groups, the historians and the physicists.
introduction
The main aim of this study is very ambitious as it tries no less than to establish a brand new science called the history of history of physics. The twelve decades of modern academic history of physics have provided enough material for the history of history of physics. The need for such a new branch of historical studies inside the humanities is obvious. History of history of physics will guide researchers and redefine their goals towards the focuses of worldwide research interests.
History of history of physics is a branch of history of history of sciences. The chinese did not have a proper word for mechanics before the translations of Wang Zheng (王徵, 1571 -1644) and Johann schreck terrentius , and the chinese word for physics as a whole was introduced even much later, as physics was the fundamental part of (Western) exact sciences up until the 3 rd millennium when the genome research probably surpassed it. Besides the history of mathematics and astronomy, history of physics was the most widely researched part of histories of sciences until recently. For those reasons, the new science of the history of history of physics should be introduced in the first place before other branches of histories of histories of sciences.
methodology
History of history of physics is an interdisciplinary field that defies classification, just like history of physics as its subject of research. it is a meta-science of history of physics. The proposed new discipline should explain how the views on the history of physics have evolved historically, with an aim to explain the changes and the dynamics of changing in times and spaces of particular academic institutions. its areas of study are historians of physics as well as their work and networks. The method it uses is historical narrative, as well as comparison between the approaches of historians of physics as the function of their times, geography of their Alma Maters, academic ancestors, institutions they belong to, and eventual changes in their approaches towards their history of physics during their research.
The history of history of physics could help resolve the main apple of discord between Whig-oriented researching physicists and historians of physics, which is Konrad lorentz's pecking order. Who is cleverer of both groups, who could better predict the future physics, and consequently, who should receive a greater salary? The dream of every historian of physics is to predict the future of physics. it could be upgraded to a dream of a historian of the history of physics to predict the future of the discipline he researches.
A researching physicist may feel like an experimental rabbit in the eyes of a historian of physics and it is far from obvious which of the two sciences is subordinated to another. certainly we need the history of history of physics in which the role of experimental rabbits will pass on to historians of physics. There is no need for the history of history of history of physics as far as we could guess. One of the aims of the new field of the history of history of physics is to verify the hypotheses of sharing the social-professional-political environment between the two groups-the physicists and the historians of (modern) physics. Their sharing the same environment could force both groups to exchange their fundamental ideas in similar ways in similar spaces of time. Historians of physics may have a considerable delay because they need time to discuss newly emerging ideas of physics from a historical perspective. Historians of quantum mechanics were certainly influenced by the new approaches of physicists in , which at least in its German part were influenced by Paul Forman's idea of the questionable legacy of the Weimar republic. The question is, did those changes also influence the historians of physics dealing with earlier periods? Historians usually have to wait some time to get the historical perspectives of the events they are going to examine. is that delay a constant space of time? Does the delayed research of the histories of quantum relativity cause a delay in research of contemporary not-subatomic and much-slower-than-light physics in the years after the quantum mechanics and theory of relativity won the day? if the discoveries of contemporary physics influence all kinds of its historians, do the discoveries of the contemporary history of physics give feedback on researching physicists, for example with the data about Newton's alchemical research, Popper's falsifications rule, or Kuhn's paradigms? Most historians of physics before rupert Hall received at least graduate training in sciences, but almost no physicist bother to get a degree in history of physics for his physics research. Anyway, the most important concepts of history of physics could not pass completely unnoticed in the physicists' community. last but not least, we all read the same public journals and the web, share the same world.
the authorship of histories of physics
History of physics was part of ordinary textbooks and curricula before the journal communication and wireless revolution of Fin de siècle. The producers and authors were researching physicists and even more often teaching physicists, in many cases both in the same person. The situation changed with the rapid development in the area of communications in the 20 th century. it soon opposed the profession of historian of physics to the Whig histories of physics, which were narrated in a logical order to help the pedagogical process in which most researching physicists were involved. The relation changed again in the 3 rd millennium when non-teaching researchers in institutes and industrial jobs outnumbered professors, and the logic-Whig approach was proved to be almost false or at least bending the truth. The (honorable) ends no longer justify the (false) means. The history of physics is part of the humanities which is on the other side of the eternal war of two separate worlds which keeps the Whig approach alive. The professionalization of a historian of physics makes him equivalent to physicists, so might he also polish the truth to facilitate the teaching process? could he also modify the historical reality to fit better his proposed theories?
There were often historians of physics and historians of particular branches of physics who were connected or were even identical with their researching fellows. The history of physics is in deficit to the related histories of mathematics or astronomy because there is no relevant web list of historians of physics thus far, and academic trees of mathematicians are far more elaborate.
The history of history of physics should beware of eurocentrism and of praising the theoretical or experimental contributions of physicists over the industrialtechnological ones. in fact, historians of (physical) engineering are aware of their different method of research of the past, and of engineers' different research tools. in 1999, the peripheral historians of physics (of sciences) already established their own organization called steP (science and technology in the european Periphery) in Barcelona with huge support from the iberian Peninsula and Greece. later also Japanese and other Non-european researchers joined the group.
Definition of objects and their research limitations for a historian of history of physics
The theories, experiments or technological improvements of history of physics deal with concrete facts in the research of physicists, although the technological history of physics could be associated with management in the sense that James Bryant conant's helped the academic careers of Thomas Kuhn or Willard Van Orman Quine (1908 -2000 in Harvard (collins, 1998 Harvard (collins, , p. 1017 . That way, the experimental history of physics would equal its historiography with the included biographical and bibliographical work, and theoretical history of physics should include Popper, Kuhn, lakatos, or Feyrabend. The latter would therefore nearly equal philosophy of physics. That promising approach would bring eudemus of rhodes or even erastosthenes to the early camp of theoretical history of physics with their rare descendants before ernst Mach.
The technological and managing of the history of physics could involve powerful patrons focused on modern research of scientific patronage of rulers and important politicians, such as Guericke, as well as Kircher, and Francis Bacon translator's patron Prince Johann Weikhard of Auersperg (1615-1677). The wealthy patrons always financed-managed physics research and switched to patronizing history of physics only recently, with Maxwell's cavendish cambridge program of publishing Henry cavendish's (1731-1810) papers in 1879, or conant's popularizing of science through history of science. The present research of the history of history of physics does not cover patronage of history of physics to that extent. it mostly covers the historiography of physics and to a limited extent the philosophy of physics in the sense of Kuhn-Popper-Feyerabend which was very close to the history of physics. The history of history of patronage of research in physics is an interesting field for some future research.
Which works should a historian of history of physics examine? The historian studying the work of physicists is defined as dealing mostly with the old achievements and only to the lesser degree with the probable research of the author himself or his contemporaries. in that scope, Joseph Priestley still wrote the history of science even though he included his own and his fellows' achievements. The old-fashioned textbooks with long historical introductions or the modern textbooks with short historical anecdotes do not meet the criteria for the history of scientific work in physics. Philosophy of physics include some historical aspects, as seen in the works of Popper, lakatos, Ziman, or Kuhn, but purely logical-philosophical reconstructions of the physics of the past do not meet the criteria of a work of the history of physics. (segre, 1998, pp. 394-395, 422, 424, 452) . While Newton's biographers started their work six decades after his publications, Galileo's biographies by Vivani and Nèlli took eight-or even seventeen decades. Besides Galileo, tesla held the record because his experimental technology of energy transfer became extremely popular dozen decades after his initial proposal, which was crowned with his fruitless tower near New York city. even tesla's theories, including the almighty ether, are being reconsidered by his modern fans in spite of einstein's dislike of ether.
Newton's great discoveries were followed by nearly three quarters of a century of intellectual stagnation, especially in england. Already John Fredrick William Hershel junior and his friend William Whewell knew that very well. About half that long was the crisis during the declination and suppression of Jesuits when the european political energy was focused on preparing for the French revolution. it was the era of technical innovations of the craftsmen of the english industrial revolution, but the experimental and theoretical physics stagnated, and so did their histories. For a while, the classical education lost its values especially among the British and Dutch sailors and craftsmen like richard Arkwright, and, again, in the era of Faraday-edison-tesla's electronics, early computers, or modern web- oriented smartphones. Another three quarters of a century passed before the realistic historical valuation of the building of quantum mechanics and theory of relativity was provided between the years 1905 and 1975, although tons of textbooks and propaganda texts emerged in the meantime. The new bishop Thomas Birch (1705-1766) will probably save the day in the 3 rd millennium with the commented notes on tesla-einstein-Bohr's quarrels on tesla's idea of wireless distribution of energy.
Worldcat is not the best tool for research into history of history of physics because its keywords also yield the physics works of the tagged period, not only the histories of it. The old biographical encyclopedias such as those by Asimov (1978) , Bogolyubov (1983) , Khramov (1977) , Grigoryan and Fradlin (1982, pp. 216-257) , and Brush (1976) , or personal communication and reading of such materials offer better insight.
it is even more difficult to properly approach the early histories of technologies in an attempt to develop the history of history of industrial physics. The Steam Engine in 1854. Therefore, sadi carnot was not late at all with his booklet in 1824. The majority of discussions on steam engines were produced by working engineers and therefore carnot's booklet was viewed as outsider of mainstream engineering of his day before clapeyron's intervention. clapeyron had just returned from his splendid lecturing isolation in st. Petersburg, which enabled him to take a broader view from a different perspective.
The dating of the work of historians of physics has proved problematic because many works on history of science as well as physics, including by Viviani and châtelet, were published posthumously. Therefore, the author's year of death was considered more relevant in the history of history of physics, as the series of posthumous reprints could be endless.
Aristotle defined physics for the future generations, although its scope changed often in later centuries. The early Modern physics emerged with Galileo but there were no histories of it up to his time. in fact, the english term Natural History and Faraday's self-identification as a philosopher provoked the (wrong) feelings that there is something historical-philosophical in fundamental physics or biology research. Modern astrophysics, in fact, entail big-bang-philosophical and theological aspects of seeing the light from remote stars which has been radiated at some distant historical moment. Modern astrophysics is a history, but on the cosmic level. it is not interested in particular personal or network histories. it is more in style of Marx's statement that all science is history because all that we did yesterday belongs to history.
Previous researches in history of history of physics randall collins (*1941) provided some insight into the networks of Mach and schlick in Vienna and einstein and reichenbach in the Berlin philosophical circle, whose members were the direct academic descendants or at least students of students of the leading physicists of the era. Moritz schlick, head of MachBoltzmann's Viennese philosophical chair, was Planck's student who switched to Mach's side (collins, 1998, pp. 722-723, 726, 730) , where Planck also figured before his quantum theory and quarrels with Mach. collins drew huge networks of intellectuals from all over the continents and millennia, and connected them in time and space, so that Neurath, a Us immigrant from the Vienna circle, even influenced Thomas Kuhn. He gave no preference to the Westerners which enabled collins to avoid eurocentrism (collins, 1998, pp. 894-943, 944-946) .
Modern network theorists expanded collins's ideas with the use of sophisticated computer network programs which is also a path followed in this study. Marc rothenberg published the encyclopedia of history of science and historians of science, medicine, and technology of the UsA in 2001 (rothenberg, 2001) . in the area of history of science, christina chimisso from The Open University in the United Kingdom recently added the history of French philosophy of science (chimisso, 2016).
History of history: humble beginnings with Jesuits' intermezzo
The chinese used to produce the histories of their scientific and observational achievements for the court all the time. researchers in india did the same, while the Maya or the incas produced no relevant memories to provide us the names of their agricultural innovators because they did not use writing and recording in the sense of the Old World. They were different, but that does not mean that they could not be better in some aspects of history of physics, for example in their uses of compass.
eudemus of rhodes and after him the Alexandrian librarian erastosthenes of cyrene are sometimes cited as the pioneers of history of science owning to eudemus's clever remarks on past sciences which went beyond pure factcollecting. The astrolabe maker Al-saghani, Al-Biruni (Abu reihan Muhammed ibn Ahmed, *973), Avicenna, Averroës, or their Muslim or Far east fellows probably rarely made such evaluated comments even when they were discussing the older achievements as historiographers. The pioneering modern european historian of electricity (in 1775), light (in 1772) and pneumatic was Priestley, the first modern historian of astronomic observatories was Jean Bernoulli in his letters dated to 1768-1769, and the first modern historian of mathematics with many applications in physics (1799-1802) was Jean-Étienne Montucla. certainly, all of them were researching physicists. Priestley and Bernoulli, in fact, described the work of the people they personally collaborated with. it is remarkable that Priestley provided the histories of particular branches of physics and chemistry research before the general ones became available, which was the consequence of the quick growth in both fields that Priestley covered. No textbook of his time covered such quickly developing material, and Priestley, in fact, published a textbook with updated ongoing research, mentioning also history. everybody used Priestley's work in the decades to come the same way as everybody later used Faraday's diaries. Mach, 1894; 1909; 1912; 1919) and, to a lesser degree, of electromagnetism, possibly because electromagnetism was not directly connected with any of the five human senses (vision, hearing, taste, touch, heat, and balance, which was added later). The antagonist of Friedrich engels, deaf physicist eugen Dühring published the history of mechanics in 1873, seyfert provided Geschichte des Galvanismus, and Wilhelm Weber's student edmund Hoppe discussed electricity in 1884. 
History of science as an academic discipline
Nikola tesla appeared at his famous show in Paris in March 1892. in the same year, with the support of Auguste compte's (1898-1957) followers, the very first chair of General History of science was created at collège de France in Paris. compte himself did not succeed in his lifetime, despite the fact that the traditions of the French history of science date back to Voltaire and condorcet. Although the Paris chair was closed in 1913 and had very limited impact compared to the philosophy of science (chimisso, 2016, p. 85) , it opened the field to academic approach. twelve decades of modern academic history of science, and history of physics as part of it, provided enough material for the history of history of physics.
The history of physics was recognized as a research field inside the history of science. The historians of science with George sarton established Isis, one of its most renowned journals in 1912 in Belgium. The early congresses of historians of science were held after the First World War in parallel to solvay's conferences, although nobody attended both. it was never safe to be a historian of science-for example, the soviet delegation led by Bukharin and edinburgh-educated Hessen at the 2 nd History of science london congress of 1931 faced the deadly stalinist squads five years later. After the second World War, the American diplomat and chemist James Bryant conant from Harvard, who served in Germany, propagated his subordinate Kuhn's history of science to strengthen the force of scientific ideology against Paul Feyerabend's anarchistic kicking of scientific arguments and ideology out of (state) schools (conant, 1955, p. 55; Jammer, 1957, p. 16) . During the turbulent flower-power anti-Vietnam war protests, of the post-Mccartney's cold war period, Kuhn's incommensurability paradigms, his antagonist Popper's falsification criteria, and Feyerabend's epistemological anarchy opposed to both entered the front pages of public opinion for the first time. Their argumentation of history of physics was shaped on philosophical premises. This stage, called the Popper-Kuhn-Needham's third revolution of history of physics' paradigm, brought the academic discussions into public awareness and soon fulfilled conant's dream of establishing history of science as an academic discipline with dozens of chairs in Middle-east or Us universities. However, much fewer of these were founded in europe, where the histories of Whig research physicists still dominate despite the fact that organizing european History of science congresses were started in the 3 rd millennia. The fourth paradigm of history of physics follows Needham's extra-european and female physicists contributions with Feyerabend's ideas included. Feyerabend as a Wehrmacht-Luftwaffe soldier was on the losing side in the second World War. He fought against Kuhn's radar work in england that was hostile to Feyerabend, but Feyerabend proved to be victorious in the aftermath.
The historian of history of physics should compare the achievements of historians of physics with the achievements of his objects of research, the network of physicists. some correlations are expected. The group of researchers and the group of their objects interact. in many cases the same person acted as a researcher and later as a researcher of the research achievement. There are also some competence-related quarrels between both groups. The historians of physics have many women in their group while female physicists are still comparatively rare. Also, historians of physics from the developing countries are much more frequent compared to their fellow countrymen physicists, also because research into history of physics is less expensive compared to that of experimental physics.
let us try to build a five-stage paradigmatic development (growth-disintegrationuniversality-crisis-revolution) for the branches of physics (mechanics, optics, electromagnetism, heat). The same could be done for the history of physics as its fifth branch, although at least in the Us it belongs to the humanities. in this case there is no dilemma between the chicken and the egg: certainly physics was created before its history could be narrated. But the delay was eventually not a long one, and both were invented during the Antiquities. The Herodotus-style history of physics (science) which was paradigmatic before developed in the Greek Mediterranean almost immediately after Aristotle coined his world physics. The genesis of the first paradigm (G1) of history of physics took place in Pax Romana. The new paradigm grew (r1) through the peripatetic Plutarch-style collection of histories of great (antique) scientists in medieval christianity, and in the notes of the chinese astronomical bureau. The disintegration (Z1) followed the Byzantine Platonists' free-speaking challenge of Western Peripateticism of Agyropolus, the son of his student's student Francesco Maurolico and other Byzantines on their flight from turkish assaults to safer italy. Their contemporaries witnessed the new Gutenberg's printing press and columbus's sailings over the oceans. The universal paradigm (U1) used the encyclopedic works on Diderot and D'Alembert's model and modern journals to accumulate the growing knowledge more quickly in a world of the first industrial revolution when time was becoming money. The crisis (K1) introduced the new science of electricity (magnetism) with insider Priestley's narratives. The first revolution (P1) forced phlogiston to fall under the attack of the caloric theory with the French King going under the guillotine of the republic. Was the phlogiston royal and was the caloric republican? in any case, the revolutionary republicans beheaded them both, the King and lavoisier, the chief supporter of the caloric. if stahl, the inventor of phlogiston, had survived long enough, it is fair to suppose that he would have shared no better destiny. in that case, the French revolution and the revolution in the history of physics (and chemistry) were almost simultaneous. Which caused which? The most surprising of all actors was Priestley. He commended the crisis with his histories of electricity, light, colors, and airs, but denied the existence of revolutionary caloric as the replacement of his beloved phlogiston up to his last days in the UsA. Jesuit Bošković vehemently disliked Priestley's materialism, but he died too soon to deal with the new lavoisier's caloric and left Paris and our world before he could share lavoisier's destiny.
The following period of growth of the second paradigm of history of physics (r2) witnessed the French sciences' triumph over Napoleon's bayonets. The Napoleonic minister laplace's triumph was based on englishman Newton's ideas, while Napoleon was the most bitter enemy of england, which was one of the historical jokes. The historians of science Delambre and Arago were not completely on laplace's side, especially Arago as the writer of obituaries of academicians. But they were still all Newtonians. The second emil Wilde's disintegration of the paradigm of history of optics inside the history of physics (Z2) followed the english-French (Young and Fresnel) cooperative development of anti-Newton wave optics again in the middle of the war. Wilde was too cautious to discuss Fresnel's wave novelties. The history of physics profited from Whewell's analysis of post-Newton's english stagnation in sciences in spite of the spread of railways as the output of the industrial revolution. The second disintegration of the history of optics paradigm also reacted to the development of steam engines as their late echo. it was simultaneous with sadi carnot's more recent explanation of the working process of steam engines. Poggendorff's universal paradigm (U2) used the new electro-technic telegraph in the space of time between the spring of Nations and the Paris commune, and during the crisis (K2) authors already wrote under electric light. Just after the fall of the Paris commune, the second revolution (P2) used Mach's methodological doubts in invisibles before the quantum relativity, and Hoppe still tried to promote the research of electromagnetism of his teacher Weber against the victorious, but mortally ill, Maxwell.
The third growth of history of physics (r3) developed with the focus of rosenberger, cantor, Felix Klein, Kristine Meyer on the case study of temperature, and the historian of Wasan mathematics Yoshio Mikami who was probably the most prolific researcher of the r3 era. in the overoptimistic style of Kelvin's clouds, it looked like physics would grow forever as nearly finished science, but quantum relativity simultaneously with the February russian revolution shook its foundations. soon afterwards, Bohr's hydrogen atom, the general relativity, the First World War, and the October revolution disintegrated (Z3) with Marxist environment, and the industry of automobiles involved among other novelties. Merton, Koyré, ronchi's history of optics, Drake's Galileo, contribution by Jammer, einstein's Jewish friend, and similar case studies enabled the universalization (U3) of the history of physics during the cold War. cohen, lakatos, Yates's renaissance, and sivin's china of crisis (K3) enabled the early computer-based revolution (p3) of Kuhn's cold war of incommensurable paradigms, including Popper's falsification criteria. Joseph Needham's chinese were competing with europeans like his chinese assistant competed with his english first wife. Brush, truesdell, Fox, shapin, Hahn, Xi Zezong, Pais, Darrigol, Kuhn's student Heilbron, and many others, built the new growth of history of physics (r4) which seems to be the greatest of them all.Win the era of globalizing networks it will meet its disintegration destiny (Z4) with Feyerabend's anarchism, Kuhn's student Foreman's anti-causality in the supposedly illegal and questionable Weimar republic for anti-Newtonian quantum mechanics, Ogilvie's studies of female physicists, or non-european studies in shuntarō itō's translation of euclid, el-Bizri's discussion of Alhazen, and Al-Hassani's study of mechanical tools. Other novelties include the modern technical tools with the developed web and smartphones. The universalization of history of physics (U4) could be expected with women and non-europeans slowly prevailing in the field of history of physics but not in the field of physics itself. The Needham's puzzle of supposed christianity needed for industrial revolutions is questioned also because early christianity disliked science, and probably the humanity and the positive role of industrial revolutions will soon become questionable. The new generations could accuse european colonialists for genocide, supported by the fact that colonialists' religion only needs belief and not benevolence to get to paradise. The God who forgives a sinful believer was a disaster formula for the catholic crusades, Montezuma, incas, colonies, and neo-colonies. The modern chinese economic success questions the white christian supremacy, as well as the history of physics based on its dictate. The history of history of physics with its views from the bird's-eye perspective to the outlook of additional dimensions brings some new light to the possible directions of development of the history of physics, as well as to physics itself. The development of the paradigms of history of physics mirror the development of paradigms of physics research mostly with small delays in time and bigger differences in space when the novelties were extrapolated into non-european settings before the First World War. in the future, the domains of non-european and women researchers will certainly take the leading roles, and there is some remote possibility that the relation might turn into history of physics becoming the teacher of the physics in how to orient its future research. such an antiWhig future could help to end the force of scientific ideology which Feyerabend despised as false prophecy. That could be a significant turn in the rivalry between physicists and their historians because some past paradigms of history of physics directly changed with only a dozen years of delay after the development of physics, which they study. Gevorkyan and Fradlin completed the list of all contributions in the mechanics of solid bodies with 1,003 items published before the 1904 Japanese-russian war, and followed a similar path as all scientists except for the Thirty Years' War when the mechanics of solid bodies was in its pioneering stage without enough publications to enable any relevant judgement upon their dynamics. Another exception was the single broadened peak a dozen years after the peak of total contributions following the War of the spanish succession, and twice as much space of time before the peak during the French revolution in total contributions, which had no significant output in the field of mechanics of solid bodies (see Fig. 1 on p.11). The peak of the post-Napoleonic period, the stagnation during the spring of Nations, and the following peak seems to be the same. The total output of research of the motion we call heat with 674 items published before the 20 th century rapidly grew after the spring of Nations, but no other dynamic particularities are evident. The output of Jesuit physics in central europe behaved very similarly to the total output of the Jesuits. The central-european Jesuits erasmus, Frölich and Halloy supported Musschenbroek's peak after the spanish War of succession, and scherffer corresponded to euler, with scherffer's friend Bošković filling the gap in-between. The research of mechanics by centraleuropean Jesuits or their total input provides relatively good correspondence to the total output of mechanics of their day. The physics of Jesuits was later viewed as in opposition to its contemporary mainsteam physics, but they both certainly provided the same output dynamics with the Graz Jesuit Kepler's friend Paul Guldin's peak during the Thirty Years' War, the post-Newtonian and post-spanish-succession-War gap, and the Bošković and scherffer peak before the French revolution, which remained unfinished because the suppression of Jesuits ended their great successes in sciences.
social revolutions like the spring of Nations with sudden mass involvement in politics stopped people from researching both physics and history of physics. even Arago felt obliged to get his ministers' chair during the spring of Nations, and Galois fell victim to the turmoil after the French July revolution of 1830. On the contrary, the French revolution of 1789 seems to have brought a quarter of a century of prosperity in the research of physics, especially in applied chemistry, while the history of physics also progressed regardless of the fact that no period in history had seen so many physicists and mathematicians involved in high politics like lazare carnot, laplace, Monge, count Berthollet of Arcueil, or the Paris Mayor and astronomer Jean sylvian Bailly. No one makes relevant science with a gun in his hand, except for producers of weapons, and every military conflict ruins the local economies in the following times of peace.
it is much more difficult to estimate how many new ideas popped up in physics and its history as a result of the war conflicts and mixing of different cultures, for example during the great marches of Alexander the Great in Persia, egypt, and india, or the Napoleonic expeditions in egypt or russia. The Hellenic Post-Alexandrian period was certainly fruitful. The Napoleonic egypt enabled champollion's rosetta stone and champollion's Grenoble benefactor and the ancient member of Napoleonic egyptian expedition, Joseph Fourier, to become instrumental in the future histories of egyptian sciences. even Napoleon's disastrous Moscow winter may have given some additional insights to the captured officer Jean Victor Poncelet in 1812-1814, or later to the st. Petersburg professor of engineering clapeyron in 1820-1830.
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